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Area Description Status

Developers API Rake currently has over 200 routes. This effort will be a cross-team project with developers and 
product teams working to standardize all the public routes for a published Rake Developers API.  
Significant effort has alredy started on this project. The process includes evaluation of which routes 
are public, an effort to compress/consolidate similar routes, adhereing to consistent naming schemes, 
request URLs, request parameter JSON formats, pagination logic, included fields, response JSON 
formats, and permissions required for each route. Then, any refactoring that comes from these 
approved, finalized route changes.

In progress

Universal Rich Messaging 
Format

Our universal righ mesaging format would be defined in our Developers API.  The goal of this project 
is to establish a single universal format which would deliver rich messaging across any supporting 
platform. This improves productivity for developers because they only have to write once, to a single 
API to deliver any kind of message. Rake service workers for each platform decompose each 
message and re-structure it accordingly for best presentation to users on the subject platform.

In progress

Event Triggers and 
Webhooks

Organizations using Rake need a way to trigger data and messaging out to their apps when certain 
events occur in Rake. Our goal here is to build a UI that allows even non-coders to build their own 
logic to trigger outbound webhooks that fire based on events the user defines. These events could be 
in sessions, channels, platforms, messages, contacts, system users, workspaces, projects, or 
organizations. This is a critical compliment to the Developers API. 

In progress

SDK There are several key UI components that could embed much of the Rake omnichannel messaging 
functionality into apps our clients build themselves.  These include the Message inbox, chat history, 
contact data, session details and chat widget in both mobile and dekstop formats.

Open

Localization Localization means localizing the User Interfaces to be logical and legible to users across the globe. 
Expanding internationaly requires a large localization effort. Much of the groundwork for localization 
has been built, but with 3000+ current unique terms, phrases, messages, and display labels the effort 
to Localize for each language requires both Language expertise and a process to input and maintain 
all the updates.

In progress

Additional Messaging 
Platforms

Rake desires to integrate to any and all popular and open messaging platforms.  A short list includes:  
Email SMTP, Slack, Microsoft Teams, Google Business Messaging, Apple Business Chat, Twitter, 
Instagram, Discord, Signal, Telegram, WeChat, and others.

Open

Analytics Messaging and the users of messaging platforms produce volumes of valuable data, we desire to offer 
a enterprise-grade analtyics and data mining solution. (See Slack Analytics)

Chat Widget Rake's most public-facing application is our Live Chat Widget.  Enhancements made here become an 
instant bulletin board, selling the benefits to any user who interacts with it on any webpage or app 
where it is displayed.  A short list of the enhancements we're looking to make include:  Options to start 
a chat or switch to different omnichannel platforms during a chat, exposing the workspace's 
knowledge base for self-service, UI improvments to modernize appearance/style, and capabilities to 
deliver push messaging based on defined rules and criteria for visitors.

Open

Documentation Rake has a proprietary documentation platform that allows us display customized documentation 
according to user roles, this includes internal developer documentation, partner developer 
documentation, as well as public-facing documentation and how-to- guides. Documentation also 
creates amazing SEO results. The groundwork is already in place, but we need a professional content 
team of writers and illustrators to help bring a polished on-brad look to the docs.

Open

Knowledge Base Because chat conversations natually lead to support questions, each Rake workspace includes basic 
knowledge base functionality that allows agents to share article links. We see an opportunity to 
expand and improve this functionality to allow workspaces to publish a searchable knowledge base 
homepage, this will allow Rake to replace popular platforms like ZenDesk, HelpScout, and 
Confluence.

Open

Tickets Because chat conversations often include support issues, Rake includes a simple task system to 
assist follow-up and improve accountability. There is an opportunity to expland this functionality to 
support ticket-based functionality, as well.  This would allow the system to message the contact with 
updates, allow the contact to message back, and manage a ticket lifecycle.

Open

Infrastructure While Rake is built on world-class cloud platform technologies that allow for an outstanding scalable 
infrustructure, we can always enhance our implementation with the right expertise.  Some of the 
projects we would appreciate more expertise and attention include message queuing/routing tech, 
MongoDB, caching, and load balancing. 

Open

User App Design Convert the experience of our first three years into a more beautiful, engaging, loveable user interface 
that our users truly enjoy and that delivers immediate time-to-value. Short list of improvements 
includes new-user onboarding workflows, a Rake bot (think: Slackbot), Dark mode, custom emojis, 
and more.

Open


